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Insulated Flask with Removable Stainless Steel Tea Infuser Travel Mug

jetimpex783

INXDOLHOM Insulated Flasks Insulated Flask with Removable Stainless Steel Tea Infuser Travel Mug

Launch time: December 15, 2020

Product Code: INXDOLHOM

Availability: In Stock

$38.99 EX TAX: $38.99

QTY    1    Add to Cart
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TEA INFUSER BASKET: It will hold more fruit and tea, and reaches further inside the bottle for better fruit infusion or tea infusion. It is made of 18/8 stainless steel, and is rust proof.
The size, design, and flexibility of this infuser make it the best way to brew and infuse on the go

WITH 2 LEAK PROOF LIDS: The flask comes with 2 leak proof lids，BPA free，secure seal so that your liquids always stay safely in the bottle and provide easy carrying when
you're traveling

VACUUM INSULATED: Double-walled stainless steel with insulated copper layer between reduces transfer of temperature to the outside，this design keeps water cold or hot for
hours

SUITABLE FOR INDOOR & OUTDOOR: Take insulated water bottles full of cold or hot water to a car trip or outdoor sports like hiking and camping trips. Reusable tea bottle and
portable infuser is the perfect all-in-one travel bottle

QUALITY ASSURANCE: Our core is to produce high quality insulated water bottles.Please contact us if you have any issue about the quality.

There are no reviews for this product.
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